AL HUDAYDAH HUB - CCCM CLUSTER YEMEN IDP HOSTING SITES OVERVIEW - May 2021

**CCCM IDP HOSTING SITES**
- Hajjah: 28% covered, 347 sites
- Al Hodeidah: 14% covered, 378 sites
- Raymah: 0% covered

**CCCM HHs IN SITES**
- Hajjah: 33% covered, 64,807 households
- Al Hodeidah: 65% covered, 31,499 households
- Raymah: 0% covered

**CCCM POPULATION IN SITES**
- Hajjah: 34% covered, 378,512 individuals
- Al Hodeidah: 66% covered, 200,764 individuals
- Raymah: 0% covered

**Coverage per Implementing Partner**
- DRC: 42% covered, 13,064
- JAAHD: 89
- RADF: 38

**Sites Funding**
- Not covered, 80%
- Covered, 20%
- UNHCR, 17%
- Others, 3%

**Data Source:** Yemen CCCM Partners – May updates
For More INFO: ALHASHEW@unhcr.org/ ROTUNNO@unhcr.org
For Technical INFO: ALOGAILI@unhcr.org